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Continuation of Disposition of Claims: Claims pending in the application are 1-3,9,10,12,16,18,23,26,28-31,33-35,38- 
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Continuation ofiDisposition of Claims: Claims rejected are 1-3,9,10,12,16,18,23,26,28-31,33-35,38-44,47,49- 

51,53,54,57,59,62,64,68-72,75,78,80,82,83,85,89-96,98,100-102,105,106,108-110,113 and 125. 
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DETAILED ACTION 

Status of Claims 

1. : Due to communications filed 2/7/02, the following is a non-final first office action. 

Claims 4-8, 11, 13-15, 17, 19-22, 24-25, 27, 32, 36-37, 45-46, 48, 52, 55-56, 58, 60-61, 

63, 65-67, 73-74, 76-77, 79, 81, 84, 86-88, 97, 99, 103-104, 107, 111-112, 114-124 and 

126-130have been cancelled. Claims 1-3, 9, 10, 12, 16, 18, 23, 26, 28-31, 33-35, 38- 

44, 47, 49-51, 53-54, 57, 59, 62, 64, 68-72, 75, 78, 80, 82, 83, 85, 89-96, 98, 100-102, 

105,106,108-110,113, and 125 are pending in this application and have been 

examined on the merits. Claims 1-3, 9, 10,12,16, 18, 23, 26, 28-31, 33-35, 38-44, 47, 

49^51, 53-54, 57, 59, 62, 64, 68-72, 75, 78, 80, 82, 83, 85, 89-96, 98, 100-102, 105, 

106, 108-110,113, and 125 are rejected as follows. 

Claim Objections 

2. : Claims 28, 47, and 75 are objected to because of the following informalities: 

They depend on cancelled claims. The examiner assumes that claims 28 and 47 

depend from independent claim 26, and that claim 75 depends from independent claim 

70. Appropriate correction is required. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

3. ;    The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 

form \he\basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless - 

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public 

use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United 

States. 
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4.;    Claims 1, 10, 16, 18, 23, 69, 70, 83, 85, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93 are rejected under 35 

U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Waytena et al (US 5,978770). 

As per claim 1, Waytena et al discloses: 

an input/output device, (Col. 25, lines 32-37, PCD serves as the input/output 

device since it is shown that the PCD comprises a user interface that allows for 

receiving a reservation request and outputting information to the user in col. 25, lines 

48-50); 

a maintenance unit linked to said input/output device to store, receive, send, and 

process data wherein a portion of said processed data is the scheduling of a limited 

number of active reservations, (Col. 25, lines 39-46, computers associated with at least 

one of the attractions [attraction computers] serves as the maintenance unit, where this 

attraction computer is linked to the PCD by communications module as shown in col. 

25,lines 54-57); and 

a controller unit linked to the maintenance unit for directing access into the 

attraction, (col. 6, lines 16-18, shows that the central attraction control interface is 

implemented into the invention as a conventional centralized computer system allowing 

access to all attraction computers, col. 14, lines 24-41, wherein this case, the attraction 

computers serve as the maintenance units and the central attraction control interface 

serves as the controller unit). 

As per claim 10, Waytena et al discloses: 

a storage device to store data within said maintenance unit, (Col. 3, lines 17-20, 

storage into queue of computer); 
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a transmission device to receive and send data to and from other devices, (col. 3, 

lines 14-15, shows requests are transmitted to an attraction computer); 

a processor within said maintenance unit capable of performing multiple 

functions and calculations, (Col. 5, lines 5-9, distinct processor/processing node); and 

an input device to enable employees to manually input data into said 

maintenance unit, (Col. 5, lines 18-19, input device). 

As per claim 16, Waytena et al discloses: 

a storage device to store data within said controller unit, (Col. 14, lines 6-7, 

shows control interface used for centralized storage); 

a processor to run the functions of said controller unit, (Col. 6 lines 16-18, shows 

central control interface is implemented as a conventional centralized computer system, 

and therefore inherent for processors to be incorporated into the computer system in 

order process data within the computer system); 

; a transmission device to receive and send data to and from said controller unit to 

other devices, (Col. 14, lines 5-6, shows information transmitted to the control interface); 

a queue system linked to the controller unit to control entry into the attraction, 

(Col. 10,: lines 57-61, central attraction control interface can access virtual queue); 

'. an access terminal for manual entry of data into said controller unit, (Col. 6, lines 

16-26, control interface allows acc3ess of all attraction computers and allows the 

manual change of data); and 

i a ^display monitor linked to said controller unit to enable guests to view and 

access Wait times for non-reservation queue and next available times for reservation 
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queues, personal information, and park information, (Col. 5, lines 19-20, display 

screen). 

As per claims 18, 85, Waytena et al discloses: 

where said processor of the controller unit is able to process the information 

received from the maintenance unit and able to direct the reservation queue and non- 

reservation queue/queue systems, (col. 6, lines 16-18, shows that the central attraction 

control interface is implemented into the invention as a conventional centralized 

cornputer system allowing access to all attraction computers, col. 14, lines 24-41, 

wherein this case, the attraction computers serve as the maintenance units and the 

central attraction control interface serves as the controller unit, w/ col. 6, lines 16-22, 

control unit allows monitoring of queues). 

; As per claim 23, Waytena et al discloses: 

where said controller is linked to a queue system consisting of a reservation 

queue and a non-reservation queue, (Col. 2, lines 46-49, allows scheduling of the 

reservations in the queues, w/ abstract, lines 7-9, shows virtual queue and physical 

queue, where the virtual queue represents the reservation queue since this is where 

previously made reservations are maintained, and the physical queue represents the 

noh-res6rvation queue since the physical queue represents the current state). 

:; As per claim 69, Waytena et al discloses: 

• « 

; : an input/output device, (Col. 25, lines 32-37, PCD serves as the input/output 

device since it is shown that the PCD comprises a user interface that allows for 
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receiving a reservation request and outputting information to the user in col. 25, lines 

48-50); 

:    a maintenance unit linked to the input/output device to store, receive, send and 

process data wherein a portion of said processed data is processing a guest's 

schedule to accommodate both previous and current requests, (Col. 25, lines 39-46, 

computers associated with at least one of the attractions [attraction computers] serves 

as the maintenance unit, where this attraction computer is linked to the PCD by 

communications module as shown in col. 25,lines 54-57); and 

M    a :COhtroller unit linked to the maintenance unit for directing access into the 

attraction, (col. 6, lines 16-18, shows that the central attraction control interface is 

implemented into the invention as a conventional centralized computer system allowing 

access to all attraction computers, col. 14, lines 24-41, wherein this case, the attraction 

computers serve as the maintenance units and the central attraction control interface 

serves as the controller unit). 

' As per claim 70, Waytena et al discloses: 

an input/output device, (Col. 25, lines 32-37, PCD serves as the input/output 

device since it is shown that the PCD comprises a user interface that allows for 

receiving a reservation request and outputting information to the user in col. 25, lines 

48-50); 

process 

maintenance unit linked to said input/output device to store, receive, send, and 

date wherein a portion of said processed data is the scheduling and sale of a 

limited number of active reservations, (Col. 25, lines 39-46, computers associated with 
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at least one of the attractions [attraction computers] serves as the maintenance unit, 

where this attraction computer is linked to the PCD by communications module as 

shown in col. 25,lines 54-57); and 

a controller unit linked to the maintenance unit for directing access into the 

parkior specific attraction, (col. 6, lines 16-18, shows that the central attraction control 

interface is implemented into the invention as a conventional centralized computer 

system allowing access to all attraction computers, col. 14, lines 24-41, wherein this 

case, the attraction computers serve as the maintenance units and the central attraction 

control interface serves as the controller unit). 

As per claim 83, Waytena et al discloses: 

storage device to store data within said controller unit, (Col. 14, lines 6-7, 

shows control interface used for centralized storage); 

\ a processor to run the functions of said controller unit, (Col. 6 lines 16-18, shows 

cehtral control interface is implemented as a conventional centralized computer system, 

and therefore inherent for processors to be incorporated into the computer system in 

order process data within the computer system); 

• a ^transmission device to receive and send data to and from said controller unit to 

other devices, (col. 3, lines 14-15, shows requests are transmitted to an attraction 

computer); 

ah access terminal for manual entry of data into said controller unit, (Col. 6, lines 

16-26, control interface allows access of all attraction computers and allows the manual 

change of data); and 
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an accessible and viewable display monitor, (Col. 5, lines 19-20, display screen); 

a queue system linked to said controller unit to control entry into the parking lot of 

the piarki the park itself, and individual attractions, (Col. 10, lines 53-67, virtual queue 

used for determining reservation status), and further comprises: 

a parking lot queue for allowing guests who pre-purchased parking passes, (Col. 

1, line 50, shows incorporation of parking lots, w/ ab, lines 7-9, shows virtual queue and 

physical queue, in this case, these queues can be incorporated into a parking lot 

■ ♦ 

environment since the parking lot is also an attraction); 

s • 
a ipark queue for allowing pre-sale attraction package holders to enter the park 

without any lines, (Col. 2, lines 31-43, allows a patron to engage in other activities while 

keeping-track of place in queue); 

! ah attraction queue consisting of a reservation queue and a non-reservation 

qubue, (Abstract, lines 7-9, virtual and physical queue, where the virtual queue 

represents the reservation queue and the physical queue represents the non- 

reservation queue). 

As per claim 90, Waytena et al discloses: 

where said attraction queue comprises: 

barrier device linked to said controller device which limits entry into said 

reservation queue to valid reservation and pre-sale attraction package holders/a 

second barrier device linked to said controller unit which limits entry into the attraction 

until the attraction is available, (Col. 5, lines 49-50, turnstile, where turnstile physically 
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blocks patron from entering attraction, where it is inherent to have more than one 

turnstile since more that one attraction exists); 

: ah identifier device linked to said controller device which identifies valid 

reservation and pre-sale attraction package holders to said controller device, (Col. 6, 

line 61-col. 7, line 8, guest enters in patron information, w/ col. 7, lines 14-38, guest 
P    * * 

number is used to determine the validity of reservation). 

As per claim 91, Waytena et al discloses: 

counting device linked to said controller unit which counts the number of guests 

waiting in the non-reservation queue, (Col. 5,lines 49-51, shows that turnstile counts 

patrons); and 

a barrier device linked to said controller unit which limits entry into the attraction 

until it is;available, (Col. 5, lines 49-50, turnstile, where turnstile physically blocks patron 

frorrrentbring attraction). 

■ As per claims 92, 93, Waytena et al discloses: 

! where said parking lot queue comprises: 

; a blocking device linked to said controller unit which limits entry into the parking 

lot to guests with pre-purchased parking passes to pass/a barrier device linked to said 

controller unit which limits entry into the park, (Col. 5,lines 49-51, shows that turnstile 

counts patrons, can be applied to parking lot since parking lot is an attraction, w/ col. 1, 

line 50, shows incorporation of parking lots); and 

ah identifier device linked to said controller unit that reads or scans valid parking 
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passholders/pre-sale attraction holders, (Col. 6, line 61-col. 7, line 8, guest enters in 

patron information, w/ col. 7, lines 14-38, guest number is used to determine the validity 

of reservation). 

5.: Claims 94-95, 96, 98, 102, 105,106,125, are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as 

being anticipated by Helbling et al (US 5,797,126). 

: As per claim 94, Helbling discloses: 

selling said pre-sale attraction package prior to the guest's entrance to said park, 

(Coll. 4, lines 49-51, seat purchase selection indicated); 

: relaying the purchase to a maintenance unit to be processed and updated into 

the data files of the system, (Col. 4, lines 51-54, confirms instantaneous real-time 

availability of selected seat); 

■ 

relaying the confirmed ticket purchase from the maintenance unit to a controller 

unit to ehable valid pre-sale attraction package holders to gain access into the parking 

lot; the park, or the individual attraction, (col. 4, lines 54-55, updates central station). 

As per claim 95, Helbling discloses: 

where said pre-sale attraction package may be purchased over the telephone, 

on-line through a website, or said input/output device prior to entering the park, (Col. 2, 

lines:8-12, theatre tickets obtained by telephone). 

As per claim 96, Helbling discloses: 

where said attraction package may be purchased through an input/output device, 

(Col; 2; lines 8-12, using telephone to provide charge card number to purchase tickets, 
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in this case, the telephone keypad is being used as an input and the earpiece as the 

output). 

' As per claim 98, Helbling discloses: 

where said input/output device accepts credit and cash payments and dispenses 

a guest card used to access the guest's data, (Col. 2, lines 8-12, providing charge cared 

number to make a payment, w/, col. 8, lines 45-50, printing coupon/slip entitling the 

patron to redeem the coupon for the tickets). 

As per claim 102, Helbling discloses: 

; » 

; where purchased pre-sale attraction package data is then relayed to said 

■ i 
: 1 

maintenance limit,, (Col. 4, lines 51-54, confirms instantaneous real-time availability of 

selected- seat); 

: As per claim 105, Helbling discloses: 

• where purchased pre-sale attraction package data is relayed to the appropriate 

:cohtrolle;r unit, (col. 4, lines 54-55, updates central station). 

\ As per claim 106, Helbling discloses: 

where purchasers of said pre-sale attraction packages purchased via the World 

Wide Web/internet or through the phone are mailed a guest card enabling the guest to 

access the parks systems, (Col. 2, lines 8-12, theatre tickets obtained by telephone). 

: As per claim 125, Helbling discloses: 

I selling a pre-sale attraction package containing all the attractions prior to the 

•gubst's entrance to a park, (Coll. 4, lines 49-51, seat purchase selection indicated); 
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relaying sale information reporting the sale to a maintenance unit associated with 

the parki (Col. 4, lines 51-54, confirms instantaneous real-time availability of selected 

seat); 

relaying the sale information from the maintenance unit to a controller unit; 

permitting entry into the park by the guest having a valid pre-sale attraction package,, 

(col. 4, lines 54-55, updates central station). 

Permitting entry into the park by the guest having a valid pre-sale attraction 

package;, (col. 4, lines 56-58, issue an information carrier coupon entitling the bearer to 

the tickets for the selected seat). 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103 

6. | : The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all 

• i 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

"       * * 

: (a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set 

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and 

: the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the 

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 

7.; : Claims 2, 3, 9, 12, 71, 72, 75, 78, 80, 89 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as 

being unpatentable over Waytena et al (US 5,978,770) as applied to claiml above, and 

further iri view of Helbling et al (US 5,797,126). 

As per claim 2, Waytena et al disclose: 

ah interface system for guests to communicate with said input/output device, 

(Gpl J25,: lines 48-50, user interface); 
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processor to process and evaluate data submitted to said input/output device, 

(Col. 22, lines 35-41, processor retrieves and determines); 

; a transmission device to receive and send data to and from said input/output 

device, (Col. 23, lines 35-38, processor directs module to transmit the reservation); 

: a storage device to store data within said input/output device, (col. 5, line62-Col. 

6, line 1, PCD includes storage device); and 

: Waytena et al fails to disclose the following, however does disclose ticketing 

devices in a reservation system in col. 1, lines 58-62. 

• However, Helbling et al discloses: 

ah identifier device to enable said input/output device to identify valid ticket 

holders; (col. Col. 8, lines 45-50, printing coupon/slip entitling the patron to redeem the 

coupon for the tickets); 

money receiver to enable said input/output device to receive cash and credit 

cahlpayments, (col. 8, lines 41-45, credit card reader); 

45 

printer to print tickets or information from said input/output device, (Col. 8, lines 

j-48, printer). 

• Hblbling et al discloses the above limitations in an analogous art for the purpose 

» 

of showing that a system that allows a patron to buy and print tickets can be 

implemented in an automatic theater ticket concierge. 
* i 

\ It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention to include an identifier device to enable said input/output device to 

identify valid ticket holders, a money receiver and a printer with the motivation of 
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incorporating a ticketing system with identification, payment and printing means into a 

system for scheduling and making reservations. 

As per claim 3, 72, 89, Waytena et al discloses: 

where said interface system enables communication between the guest and said 

input/output device through an interface device selected from the group consisting of a 

keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen monitor, or voice recognition system/wherein said 

interface system enables guests to communicate with said input/output device through 
■ * 

an; interface device selected from the group consisting of a touch screen monitor, 

•keyboard, mouse, or voice interface system/where said display monitor contains 

multiple screens which may be accessed by guests to obtain personal and park 

; r 

information through said interface device selected for the group consisting of a 

keyboard, mouse, voice interface, touch screen monitor, or scanner that reads guest 

cards, (Col. 5, lines 65-66, audio speaker). 

;        • ; 

As per claim 9, Waytena et al fails to disclose where said money receiver 

receives money and adds value to said guest card which can be used like a debit or 

credit dard throughout the park, but does disclose allowing the patron to engage in other 

activities in the park such as purchasing concessions, which does involve payment in 
i 

co|. 2, lines 37-40. 

• However, Helbling et al discloses: 

•: where said money receiver receives money and adds value to said guest card 

which can be used like a debit or credit card throughout the park, (Col. 8, lines 11-12, 

shows use of debit card). Helbling et al discloses this limitation in an analogous art for 
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the purpose of showing that when a charge is made to the debit card, a slip redeemable 

for tickets is produced. 

= It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention for a money receiver to receive money, and add value to said 

guest card which can be used like a debit or credit card throughout the park with the 

motivation of allowing the patron to make purchases via debit card while at the 

attraction. 

As per claims 12, 80, Waytena et al fails to disclose where said processor is 

capable of verifying valid ticket holders/reservation and ticket holders, using algorithms 

to bompUte optimal reservation times and seating capacity, as well as controlling park 

functions, but does disclose ticketing devices in a reservation system in col. 1, lines 58- 

62 

: However, Helbling et al discloses: 

: where said processor is capable of verifying valid ticket holders/reservation and 

ticket holders, using algorithms to compute optimal reservation times and seating 

capacity', as well as controlling park functions, (Col. 8, lines 50-54, a receipt for funds 

charged;for the ticket, along with the identification of the theatre and its location, where 

the receipt serves as the verification w/col. 4, lines 52-53, confirms real-time availability 

of Selected seats, w/ sol. 5, line 62-col. 6, line 6, directional controllers). Helbling et al 

discloses this limitation in an analogous art for the purpose of showing that a ticketing 

system with verification and confirmation features can be implemented into a 

reservation system. 
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It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention to have a processor capable of verifying valid ticket 

holders/reservation and ticket holders, using algorithms to compute optimal reservation 

times and seating capacity with the motivation of ensuring that valid ticket holders get 

art appropriate reservation. 

As per claim 71, Waytena et al discloses: 

ah interface system for guests to communicate with said input/output device, 

(Col. 25, lines 48-50, user interface); 

I       * s 

; a processor to process and evaluate data submitted to said input/output device, 

(Col. 22, lines 35-41, processor retrieves and determines); 

transmission device to receive and send data to and from said input/output 

device, (Col. 23, lines 35-38, processor directs module to transmit the reservation); 

6, line 1, 

storage device to store data within said input/output device, (col. 5, line62-Col 

PCD includes storage device); and 

Waytena et al fails to disclose the following, however does disclose ticketing 

devices in a reservation system in col. 1, lines 58-62. 

However, Helbling et al discloses: 

am identifier device to enable said input/output device to identify valid ticket 

holders, (col. Col. 8, lines 45-50, printing coupon/slip entitling the patron to 

redeem the coupon for the tickets); 

money receiver to enable said input/output device to receive cash and credit 

Card payments, (col. 8, lines 41-45, credit card reader); 
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a ticketing device linked to said maintenance unit that dispenses a guest card/a 

printer to print tickets or information from said input/output device, (Col. 8, lines 45-48, 

printer to print tickets). 

Helbling et al discloses the above limitations in an analogous art for the purpose 

t : 

of showing that a system that allows a patron to buy and print tickets can be 

implemented in an automatic theater ticket concierge. 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention to include an identifier device to enable said input/output device to 

identify Valid ticket holders, a money receiver and a printer with the motivation of 

incorporating a ticketing system with identification, payment and printing means into a 

system for scheduling and making reservations. 

; As pr claim 75, Waytena et al fails to disclose where said identifier device 

identifies guests by accessing a guest's data through the use of a guest card containing 

an: accessing device selected from the group consisting of a magnetic stripe, a bar 

: :      ! j 

code, or\a microchip, but does disclose ticketing devices in a reservation system in col. 

1, lines $8-62. 

However, Helbling et al discloses: 

■ *    :    • t 

j identifier device identifies guests by accessing a guest's data through the use of 

a guest card containing an accessing device selected from the group consisting of a 

magnetic stripe, a bar code, or a microchip, (col. Col. 8, lines 45-50, printing coupon/slip 

entitling the patron to redeem the coupon for the tickets, and col. 8, lines 41-45, credit 

» t 

■card-reader, where credit card reader identifies the patron for the purchase of a 
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reservation, in this case, credit cards are read by magnetic stripe). Helbling et al 

discloses this limitation in an analogous art for the purpose of showing that a patron can 

be identified through use of a credit card. 

it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention to include an identifier device identifies guests by accessing a 

* ■ » 

guest's data through the use of a guest card containing an accessing device selected 

from the group consisting of a magnetic stripe, a bar code, or a microchip, into a system 

for scheduling and making reservations with the motivation of allowing the identification 

of a patron through use of a card containing a magnetic stripe. 

As per claim 78, Waytena et al discloses: 

!    a storage device to store data within said maintenance unit, (Col. 3, lines 17-20, 

• . *    '• '. 

storage into queue of computer); 

lines 

a transmission device to receive and send data to and from other devices, (col. 3, 

14-15, shows requests are transmitted to an attraction computer); 

a processor within said maintenance unit capable of performing multiple 

functions and calculations, (Col. 5, lines 5-9, distinct processor/processing node); and 

ah input device to enable employees to manually input data into said 

maintenance unit, (Col. 5, lines 18-19, input device). 

8. Claims 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33-35, 38-44, 47, 49, 50, 51, 57, 59, 62, 64, 68 are 

rejected :under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Waytena et al (US 

5,978,770) as applied to claiml above, and further in view of Errato (US 5,890,323), 

i 

As per claim 26, Waytena et al discloses: 
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making a reservation at an input/output device prior to the guest's arrival at an 

attraction, (Col. 25, lines 32-37, PCD serves as the input/output device since it is shown 

that the PCD comprises a user interface that allows for receiving a reservation request 

and outputting information to the user in col. 25, lines 48-50, w/ abstract, lines 7-8, 

shows previously-made reservations are maintained); 

relaying that request from said input/output device to a maintenance unit to be 

processed and calculated to optimize the guest's schedule, (Col. 25, lines 39-46, 

computers associated with at least one of the attractions [attraction computers] serves 

as the maintenance unit, where this attraction computer is linked to the PCD by 

communications module as shown in col. 25,lines 54-57); 

relaying the proposed schedule from said maintenance unit back to the 

injju^output device to be accepted or rejected by the guest, (Abstract, lines 10-11, 

confession/rejection); 

relaying the acceptance or rejection from the input/output device to the 

maintenance unit in order to be updated by the data files of the system, (Abstract, lines 

11-12, confirmed reservations entered in the virtual queue); 

relaying the confirmed reservation from the maintenance unit to a controller unit 

to bnable valid reservation holders to gain access into a reservation queue, (Abstract, 

linesM2-13, alerting patrons when the reservation time is approaching); and 

Waytena et al does not disclose working in conjunction with a non-reservation 

queue to maximize attraction capacity by filling non-reserved seats with waiting guests, 
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but does disclose a physical queue that can have potential or non-reservations 

associated with the attraction in a queue in the abstract, lines 8-9. 

However, Errato discloses: 

working in conjunction with a non-reservation queue to maximize attraction 

capacityiby filling non-reserved seats with waiting guests, (Col. 1, lines 24-32, shows 

inqreasing/reducing seating capacity to affect the mood of the theatre patrons). Errato 

discloses this limitation in an analogous art for the purpose of showing that the seating 

capacity:is manipulated in order to have a mental effect on theatre patrons. 

• j j It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention to work in conjunction with a non-reservation queue to maximize 

attraction capacity by filling non-reserved seats with waiting guests with the motivation 

of persuading non-reservation patrons to make a reservation for the attraction. 

AS per claims 29, Waytena et al discloses: 

Wherein said input/output device allows information and reservations to be 

acbessed through an interface device selected from the group consisting of a touch 

screen monitor, keyboard, mouse, or voice interface, (Col. 5, lines 65-66, audio 

spfeaker). 

• * * 

As per claim 30, Waytena et al discloses: 

j where said input/output device provides information concerning general park 

information, specific attraction information including news, updates, attraction 

description, wait times, reservation times still available, or general park information, (col. 

5, lines 33-40, information describing associated attraction, etc). 
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As per claim 31, Waytena et al discloses: 

* 

where said input/output device enables guests to make a selection for an 

attraction by choosing attractions, available times, or preferred times for attractions, 

(Col. 14, lines 36-43, patron can select an attraction). 

As per claim 33, Waytena et al discloses: 

where said selection may be limited by a predetermined parameter, (Col. 14, 

lines 46-47, patron requests a specific time but button requests the next available time,* 

meaning that the patron is limited by the next available time). 

; As per claim 34, Waytena et al discloses: 

where said predetermined parameters are to limit the number of selections from 

a particular category of attractions categorized by geography or popularity, (Col. 5, lines 

33-58, monitoring the patron in queue for an attraction in a specific geographic location). 

As per claim 35, Waytena et al discloses: 

where the number of said selections allotted to each guest is limited to a certain 

number bf active reservations by the type of ticket a ticket holder is issued, (Col. 5,lines 

33-58, monitoring patrons in a queue for an attraction with a particular reservation 

status thereby implementing reservations according to the reservation status). 

Ak per claims 38, 40, Waytena et al discloses: 

where said schedule is designed to optimize the time of the guest based upon 

the requested attractions enabling the guest to enjoy as many of the requested 

attractions as possible in the allotted time without any conflicts and with time in between 

attractions to enjoy other attractions, meals, shops, and shows/where said algorithm is 
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designed to enable the guest to attend as many of the requested attractions with the 

least amount of time difference from the requested times all within the time frame 

requested by the guest while adhering to certain predetermined parameters to ensure 

favorable and maximum usage of the park, (Col. 15, lines 23-30, by limiting the amount 

of reservations made at a time). 

As per claims 39, 64, neither Waytena et al, nor Errato disclose where said 

maintenance unit evaluates the request using an algorithm/wherein said non- 

reservation queue wait times are determined through the use of an algorithm, but 

Waytena et al does disclose a computerized system in col. 5, lines 15-20. However, 

Official notice is taken that it is old and well known in the computer art for evaluation to 

take place via algorithm. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at 

th£ time;of the applicant's invention to evaluate via algorithm with the motivation of 

having a system that uses its computerized background, which needs algorithms to 

process evaluations. 

; As per claim 41, Waytena et al discloses: 

; where a guest's schedule can be further optimized by being rescheduled so that 

current reservations can be changed to accommodate both previous and current 

requests without losing the previous reservations, (Col. 3, lines 28-34, reschedule). 

As per claim 42, Waytena et al discloses: 

: where current reservations can be rescheduled to fit new requests without losing 
♦ 

previously confirmed reservations by moving the previously confirmed reservation to a 
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new time and placing the new request into the previously confirmed time slot, (Col. 3, 

lines 34-37, initiate changes/cancellations which result in further updates to queues). 

As per claim 43, Waytena et al discloses: 

where said algorithm takes into account a number of variables including the time 

of year, current park attendance levels, the day of the week, the time of the month, the 

weather; the length of time to complete the attraction, the time it takes to walk from 

attraction to attraction, the time it takes for meals, the seating capacity of said attraction, 

the guest's prior reservation schedule and available number of reservations, the ratio of 

reservation holders to non-reservation holders allowed for said attraction, forecasted 

attendance, and other restrictions favorable to the movement and management of 

guests in and around a theme park, (col. 7, lines 6-8, shows that a GPS unit can 

determine the location of the patron in relation to the location of the attraction, thereby 

determining how long it would take the patron to get to the attraction). 

: As per claim 44, Waytena et al discloses: 

; where said algorithm results are relayed back to said input/output device to be 

accepted or rejected by said guest, (abstract, lines 11-12, confirmed reservation 

entered in the virtual queue). 

: AS per claim 47, Waytena et al discloses: 

: where said schedule containing reservations are relayed to the appropriate 

cohtrolier unit, (col. 6, lines 16-18, shows that the central attraction control interface is 

implemented into the invention as a conventional centralized computer system allowing 

access; tb all attraction computers, col. 14, lines 24-41, wherein this case, the attraction 
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computers serve as the maintenance units and the central attraction control interface 

serves as the controller unit). 

; As per claim 49, Waytena et al discloses: 

where said attraction is accessed through two queues comprising: 

a reservation queue for guests who have reserved a position in advance; and a 

nbn-res6rvation queue for guests wishing to arrive at said attraction and wait for the 

next available seating, (Col. 2, lines 46-49, allows scheduling of the reservations in the 

queues, w/ abstract, lines 7-9, shows virtual queue and physical queue, where the 

virtual queue represents the reservation queue since this is where previously made 

reservations are maintained, and the physical queue represents the non-reservation 

queue sfnce the physical queue represents the current state). 

: As per claim 50, Waytena et al discloses: 

where said maintenance unit works in conjunction with said controller to manage 

access tb each attraction so as to fill each attraction to full capacity, (col. 6, lines 16-18, 

shows that the central attraction control interface is implemented into the invention as a 

conventional centralized computer system allowing access to all attraction computers, 

coL 14, lines 24-41, wherein this case, the attraction computers serve as the 

maintenance units and the central attraction control interface serves as the controller 

unit): ■;! 

' A$ per claim 51, Waytena et al fails to disclose where said maintenance unit 

directs said controller unit to fill unclaimed reservation seats with guests waiting in said 
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non-reservation queue, but does disclose a physical queue that can have potential or 

non-reservations associated with the attraction in a queue in the abstract, lines 8-9. 

However, Errato discloses: 

where said maintenance unit directs said controller unit to fill unclaimed 

reservation seats with guests waiting in said non-reservation queue, (Col. 1, lines 24-32, 

• * 

shows increasing/reducing seating capacity to affect the mood of the theatre patrons). 

Errato discloses this limitation in an analogous art for the purpose of showing that the 

seating capacity is manipulated in order to have a mental effect on theatre patrons. 

; It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention for the maintenance unit directs said controller unit to fill unclaimed 

: i 

reservation seats with guests waiting in said non-reservation queue with the motivation 

» 

of persuading non-reservation patrons to make a reservation for the attraction. 

' As per claim 57, Waytena et al discloses: 

i 

: where said reservation queue verifies selected valid reservation holders through 

the use of an identifying device, (Col. 6, line 61-col. 7, line 8, guest enters in patron 

information, w/ col. 7, lines 14-38, guest number is used to determine the validity of 

reservation). 

\ As per claim 59, Waytena et al discloses: 

where said reservation queue limits entry into said reservation queue to valid 

reservation holders through the use of a barrier device, (Col. 5, lines 49-50, turnstile). 

; As per claim 62, Waytena et al disclose: 
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Wherein said non-reservation queue includes a counting device to count the 

number of guests entering said non-reservation queue, (Col. 5, lines 41-49, monitor 

implemented with photoelectric cells). 

As per claim 68, Waytena et al discloses: 

making a reservation request prior to the guest's arrival at an attraction up to the 

previously set limit for a particular ticket holder, (Col. 25, lines 32-37, PCD serves as the 

input/output device since it is shown that the PCD comprises a user interface that allows 

for receiving a reservation request and outputting information to the user in col. 25, lines 

48-50, w/ abstract, lines 7-8, shows previously-made reservations are maintained); 

relaying that request to a central processor to be processed and calculated to 

optimize the guest's schedule or reschedule the current schedule to include as many of 

th6 requested attractions subject to any parameters, (Col. 25, lines 39-46, computers 

associated with at least one of the attractions [attraction computers] serves as the 

maintenance unit, where this attraction computer is linked to the PCD by 

communications module as shown in col. 25,lines 54-57); 

; relaying the proposed schedule to the guest to be accepted or rejected, limiting 

predetermined relaying the acceptance or rejection back to the central processor in 

ordej" to be updated into the system, (Abstract, lines 11-12, confirmed reservations 

entered jn the virtual queue); 

; relaying the confirmed reservation to the appropriate attractions to enable valid 

reservation holders to gain access into the attraction at the appropriate time, (Abstract, 

lines:12- 13, alerting patrons when the reservation time is approaching); 
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Waytena et al does not disclose working in conjunction capacity by filling non- 

reserved seats with waiting guests, but does disclose a physical queue that can have 

potential or non-reservations associated with the attraction in a queue in the abstract, 

lines 8-9. 

However, Errato discloses: 

working in conjunction capacity by filling non-reserved seats with waiting guests, 

(Col..1, lines 24-32, shows increasing/reducing seating capacity to affect the mood of 

the theatre patrons). Errato discloses this limitation in an analogous art for the purpose 

of showing that the seating capacity is manipulated in order to have a mental effect on 

a t * 

theatre patrons. 
r 

\ '. : 

\ It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's working in conjunction capacity by filling non-reserved seats with waiting 

guests with the motivation of persuading non-reservation patrons to make a reservation 

for the attraction. 

9. Claims 28, 53, 54 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable 

ovenWaytena et al (US 5,978,770) as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of 

Errato (US 5,890,323), and further in view of Helbling et al (US 5,797,126). 
■    * * 

: 

! As per claims 28, 54, neither Waytena et al, nor Errato disclose where said 

inputtoutput device uses an identifying device able to obtain information through an 

accessirig device selected from the group consisting of a magnetic stripe, a bar code, or 

a microchip/wherein said guest card contains an accessing device selected from the e 

group consisting of a magnetic stripe, bar code, or microchip, but Waytena et al 
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discloses purchasing at the attraction in col. 2, lines 38-39, which can involve means for 

payment such as a credit card. 

However, Helbling et al discloses: 

where said input/output device uses an identifying device able to obtain 

information through an accessing device selected from the group consisting of a 

magnetic stripe, a bar code, or a microchip/ wherein said guest card contains an 

accessing device selected from the group consisting of a magnetic stripe, bar code, or 

microchip, (Col. 8, lines 41-45, credit card reader). Helbling et al discloses this 

limitation in an analogous art for the purpose of showing that a patron can be identified 

through payments made with a credit card, which has a magnetic stripe. 

It iwould have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention for said input/output device to use an identifying device able to 

obtain information through an accessing device selected from the group consisting of a 

magnetic stripe, a bar code, or a microchip/ wherein said guest card contains an 

accessing device selected from the group consisting of a magnetic stripe, bar code, or 

microchip with the motivation of obtaining information from the patron through use of 

*    ■    * * 

devices that contain magnetic stripes, bar codes or microchips. 

! A3 per claim 53, neither Waytena et al, nor Errato disclose where said 

reservation queue is accessed by guests with a guest card, but Waytena et al discloses 

that the park staff accesses the queue for reserved guests in col. 10, lines 57-61). 

• Hbwever, Errato discloses where said reservation queue is accessed by guests 

with a guest card, (the use of credit cards for access to reservations in Col. 8, lines 41- 
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45, credit card reader). Helbling et al discloses this limitation in an analogous art for the 

purpose of showing that a patron can be identified through payments made with a credit 

card, which has a magnetic stripe. 

: It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention where said reservation queue is accessed by guests with a guest 

card with the motivation of allowing the identification of a guest with a reservation for a 

particular card. 

10.    Claims 82 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Waytena et al (US 5,978,770) as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of 

Helb!ing;et al (US 5,797,126), and further in view of Errato (US 5,890,323). 

As per claim 82, neither, Waytena et al not Helbling et al disclose: 

■ where said processor will manage the pre-sale attraction package, reservation, 

and admission process by directing the controller unit and input/output device to fully 

utilize each attraction, but Waytena et al does disclose a physical queue that can have 

potential; or non-reservations associated with the attraction in a queue in the abstract, 

lin6s:8-9. 

\ However, Errato discloses: 

: where said processor will manage the pre-sale attraction package, reservation, 

and admission process by directing the controller unit and input/output device to fully 

utilize each attraction, (Col. 1, lines 24-32, shows increasing/reducing seating capacity 

to affect ;the mood of the theatre patrons). Errato discloses this limitation in an 
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analogous art for the purpose of showing that the seating capacity is manipulated in 

order to have a mental effect on theatre patrons. 

• • • 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention for the processor to manage the pre-sale attraction package, 

reservation, and admission process by directing the controller unit and input/output 

device to fully utilize each attraction with the motivation of persuading non-reservation 

patrons to make a reservation for the attraction. 

11.    Claims 100, 101108, 109,110, 113 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Helbling et al (US 5,797,126), and further in view of Waytena et al 

(US 5,978,770) as applied to claim 1 above. 

"  As per claim 100, Helbling et al fails to disclose the following, however does 

disclose s continuous display of video representing segments of a performance or 

event, view of various production or event venues including theatre marquis and 
• * 

interiors,, etc in col. 4, lines 14-25. 

However, Waytena et al discloses: 

• where said website provides information concerning general park information, 

specific attraction information including news, updates, attraction description, wait times, 

various attraction packages available for purchase, or other information concerning the 

park, (col. 6, lines 45-49, shows transmission between communication hardware of 

attraction computers and PCDs that implement Internet connections, w/ col. 5, lines 33- 

40, information describing associated attraction, etc). Waytena et al discloses this 
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limitation in an analogous art for the purpose of showing that attraction information is 

displayed to the patron. 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicants invention for said website provides information concerning general park 

information, specific attraction information including news, updates, attraction 

description, wait times, various attraction packages available for purchase, or other 

information concerning the park with the motivation of allowing the user to find out 

attraction information over a wide network. 

; As per claim 101, Helbling discloses: 

; 
" i i 

A parking pass, (col. 1, line 50, shows implementation of parking lots 

For a ticketing system). 

; Helbling et al fails to disclose where said pre-sale attraction packages consists of 

reservations for 5 to 15 attractions, meal reservations...and an identification card that 

can be used like a credit card within the park and be taken home like a souvenir, but 

does disclose charging a credit card for the issue of a coupon which can be redeemed 

fori tickets in the abstract, lines 10-13. 
f i 

; However, Waytena et al discloses: 

: where said pre-sale attraction packages consists of reservations for 5 to 15 

attractions, meal reservations...and an identification card that can be used like a credit 

card iwithin the park and be taken home like a souvenir, (Col. 8, lines 38-43, shows 

patrdn can not exceed a number of attractions)..Waytena et al discloses this limitation in 
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an analogous art for the purpose of showing that a patron can not make more 

reservations than what he or she can handle. 

As per claim 108, 109, Helbling fails to disclose the following, but does discloses 

a system where coupons that entitle the patrons name are distributed, thereby limiting 

access to the system in the abstract, lines 10-13. 

: However, Waytena et al discloses: 

where said parking lot is accessed through a blocking device linked to said 

controller unit desired to identify valid pre-sale attraction package holders with 

advanced parking purchases/109. The method in accordance with claim 94, where said 

park is accessed through a barrier device linked to said controller unit designed to 

identify valid pre-sale attraction package holders, (Col. 5,lines 49-51, shows that 

turnstile counts patrons, can be applied to parking lot since parking lot is an attraction, 

w/ col. 1; line 50, shows incorporation of parking lots). Waytena discloses this limitation 

in an analogous art for the purpose of showing that a physical device can be 

implemented for access purposes. 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention to access an attraction through a barrier device for ht purpose of 

limiting access to an attraction. 

As per claim 110, Helbling fails to disclose the following, but does disclose 

reserving seats purchased through a credit card transaction in col. 4, lines 49-55. 

Hbwever, Waytena et al discloses: 
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reservation queue for guests who have reserved a position or purchased a 

position in advance; and a non-reservation queue for guests wishing to arrive at said 

attraction and wait for the next available seating, (Col. 2, lines 46-49, allows scheduling 

of the reservations in the queues, w/ abstract, lines 7-9, shows virtual queue and 

physical queue, where the virtual queue represents the reservation queue since this is 

where previously made reservations are maintained, and the physical queue represents 

the non-reservation queue since the physical queue represents the current state). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention to have a reservation queue for the purpose of keeping track of 

patrons waiting for an attraction. 

As per claim 113, Helbling fails to disclose the following, but does disclose 

reserving seats purchased through a credit card transaction in col. 4, lines 49-55. 

However, Waytena et al discloses: 

\ where said controller unit directs a system of two queues by limiting access to a 

reservation queue to valid reservation holders and valid pre-sale attraction package 

purchasers and keeping track of the number of guests waiting in a non-reservation 

queue, (Col. 12 lines 50-63, number of patrons in a queue). Waytena et al discloses 

this limitation in an analogous art for the purpose of showing that the number of patrons 

are tracked in a queue. 

It Would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

applicant's invention for said controller unit directs a system of two queues by limiting 

acbebs to a reservation queue to valid reservation holders and valid pre-sale attraction 
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package purchasers and keeping track of the number of guests waiting in a non- 

reservation queue with the motivation of tracking the number of patrons waiting in line. 

12 

Conclusion 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Akiba K Robinson-Boyce whose telephone number is 

571-272-6734. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Tuesday 8:30am- 

5pm, and Wednesday, 8:30 am-12:30 pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, John Hayes can be reached on 571-272-6708. The fax phone numbers for 

th£ drgahization where this application or proceeding is assigned are 703-746-7238 

[After fin;al communications, labeled "Box AF"], 703-746-7239 [Official Communications], 

and 703-746-7150 [Informal/Draft Communications, labeled "PROPOSED" or "DRAFT"]. 

: Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or 

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is 703-305- 
*      : ; 

3900. 

A. R. B. 

November 28, 2005 


